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"THE VOID IS NOT SO BLEAK"
RHETORIC AND STRUCTURE IN CANADIAN

EXPERIMENTAL FILM

Michael Dorland

First we eat, then we talk about God

Hegel

The Discourse of Commoditism

In a recent andperhapspredictably bleaksurvey ofthe distribution in
Canada offilms byfilmmaker-artists, filmmaker-lobbyist Mike Hoolboom
found that

. ..there isn't a single film artist in Canada who's able to make a
living [from filmmaking] . . .or who could even afford to pay the
RENT . . . . I think it's time some of us got together and decided
whether the situation as it stands is acceptable or not, and ifnot
to what lengths we would be willing to go in order to change it .
So far as I'm concerned the bottom line is clear: as someone
devoted to my art I should be able to make my work and live .'

Hoolboom's words, including a call for Canadian content quotas in
movietheatres 2, fully echo the spirit ifnotalmost the letter ofthose ofan
earlierfilmmaker turned lobbyist . In April 1974, Peter Pearson, chairman
of the then feature filmmakers' lobby, the Councilof Canadian Filmmak-
ers, told a Commons committee:
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In six years, we have learned that the system does not work for
Canadians. Thefilm financingsystem does notwork . 13 features
were producedin English-Canada in 1972 ; 6in 73 ; only 1 in 1974 .
Thefilm distribution system does notwork. In 1972 less than 2%
of the movies shown in Ontario were Canadian. . . .The film
exhibition systemdoes notwork.Theforeign-dominated theatre
industry, grossingover $140,000,000 at the box-office in 1972 is
recycling only nickels and dimes into future domestic produc-
tion . It is no wonder then that the Canadian Film Development
Corporation cannot possibly work, and neither can we .

And Pearson's words in turn echo those of an earlier critic also turned
lobbyist, Gerald Pratley, in his baleful assessment ofthe state of Canadian
filmmaking several decades before .

The history of film production in Canada is short and mostly
undistinguished . It is one long, frustratingchapter ofplans made
and never realised . . .of large sums of money invested in brave
ideas and ending in bankruptcy . . . .Due to a combination of two
factors-the country's proximity to theUSA and lack of initiative
on the part of the government . . ..-most of Canada's talented
people left the country. There was no work . . . . .I

One could keep tracing such arguments back in time . And if one did
one would find that instead of film they wouldapplyto an earlier econ-
omy and some other, previous commodity-lumber, canals, railroads,
wheat-but whatever the commodity, the logic of argument would re-
main thesame. Namely, that the regularization ofproduction by govern-
ment policy was a civilizing act, that is to say, a cultural action . In this
logic, the measure of the rational organization ofproduction is assessed
in cultural terms. Culture, it would seem, was to be a, if not the, barome-
ter of Canadian development. Thus according to the front-page of the
Toronto GlobeonJuly 1, 1867, "we celebrate the inauguration ofanew
nationality to whichare committedthe interests of Christianity and civi-
lization over aterritory larger than that oftheancientRoman empire . . . ."
Thus Joseph Tachespeaking in the Commons in 1883 : "After . . . having
concluded a political union between [the Provinces], it was desirable
that this political federation . . .be crowned with an intellectual, a scien-
tific and literary federation . . . . [that would be] the crowning of the great
structure created by the statesmenwhosegenius accomplished thework
of Confederation." Thus too, in amore recent example, Flora Macdonald's
first speech as minister of Communications in July 1987 in which she
stated that " . . .our ultimate goal is the development of a Canadian film
culture." "This goal," she went on, however, would first be best assured
"if the industry has a sound industrial base."
Mike Hoolboom's spring 1988 report on the distribution problems

facedby the Canadian film artist thus articulates itselfwithin several deep
continuities : a) the discursive logic of Canadian cultural (here film)
policy that is in turn but a moment in b) a productivist logic of which
culture is the quantitative aggregate. Such a logic may not necessarily
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lend itself to a theory of art and perhaps even less to a theory of
indigenous orCanadian art: indeed, such a logic could be taken as a blank
cheque for the importation of culture since what matters is, above all,
that quantities augment, theirsource being secondary . Wherethiswould
leave a theory of indigenous art is a question I will hold in abeyance for
now. Instead of a theory of art, then, this is more a theory of political
economy, and in particular the onethat in the Canadian tradition Michal
Bodemann has identified as the dominant discourse of "commoditism ." 5
According to Bodemann, commoditism consists of 1) aview of Canada
in terms of commodities or, in other words, a commodity view of social
(and for that matter aesthetic) relations ; 2) aview of Canadian commod-
ity production as fragile and in need ofa protective shield and, as a result
ofthe need forprotection, 3) the necessityto relegate powerto a circum-
scribed elite .

In Hoolboom's text, the commoditynature ofthe film artist stemsfrom
the fact that she/he can neither make a living norpay the rent from her/
his art. (As he puts it of himself, "as someone devoted to my art I should
be able to make my work and live" .) This precarious commodity status
is the reason why it is (always) necessary "to lobby for the many things
we need locally and federally (Canadian content in theatres for instance,
censorship, copyright)." Thus the necessity to relegate more powerto a
circumscribed elite; in this instance, the film artist : "it's time nowto turn
some ofthe ingenuityandinspiration that's gone into making artist's film
into changing a situation where we continue to speak unheard, to create
unnoticed, to put work into a void."
Letme be perfectly clear here that this is in no way to be construed as

an attack on Michael Hoolboom. Instead, I am puzzled both by the
sudden fits of attention as well as the accompanying arguments that get
put forth on behalf of Canadian experimental or "artist's film", ofwhich
Hoolboom's is but one recent example, yet an example that, conscious
or not, can be situated within a tradition of Canadian argumentation .
More broadly, though, the questionsI want to raise are: what are the argu-
ments that have been made for Canadian experimental film andwhy are
they being made again now?
What is most striking in Hoolboom's text is that it is notan argument

for Canadian artist's filmper se . He would respond that it wasn't meant
to be that : "my small piece on distribution [was] meant really just for
filmmakers so we couldhave asense of wherewe all stand in relation to
one anotherandthe great worldbeyond. "6 Instead, it is the argument for
Canadian production, whether codfish catches or artist's film . Interest-
ingly Hoolboom does not, in the distribution survey, make a single claim
forCanadian artist's film otherthan its insufficient commodity status . Yet
Hoolboom's argument is the more or less standard argument for Cana-
dian production (here cultural production) but could, as I have tried to
suggest, apply equally to railways, to Avro Arrows or Telidons . This sort
of generic argument implies that cultural production is as valid a form
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of Canadian production as anyother: that is, aform ofproduction whose
validity derives not so much from an aesthetic argument, as from an
historical (and often state-supported) regularization of the ability of the
producing social group to specialize in that type of production . There
would appear in Hoolboom's text not to be the slightest doubt that the
type of production he specializes in canbe anything but legitimate espe-
cially since, as he suggests, he has a calling for it ("as someone devoted
to my art. . .") . AsMaxWeberremindsus in TheProtestantEthic, this kind
of unquestioned acceptance of one's earthly calling is an early but
unmistakeable sign of "the spirit of capitalism"; that is, of a moral justi-
fication for worldly activity .?

The Experimental Documentary

Inadvertently perhaps, Hoolboom's text suggests other clues in this di-
rection. Since he makesno particular claims forCanadian artist's film, his
emphasis on commoditism makes his discourse the same as that which
was used to argue for development of Canada's film "industry" . The
latter, and principally through state-subsidy in response to the discourse
of commoditism, hadfrom the poverty-stricken beginnings noted earlier
both by Pearson and Pratley, grown, using 1986 figures, large enough to
be able to make a $930,000,000 contribution to the Canadian GNP.8 Yet
the latter too is and remains part of a cinema whichPeter Harcourt first
termed "an invisible cinema"9, an `industry' that continues to, as Hool-
boom puts it of artist's film, "speak unheard. . .create unnnoticed, to put
work into a void" . In other words, the continued relative invisibility of
Canadian cinema has not been an obstacle-on the contrary, it has
probablybeen crucial-to some producers' ability to make a lot ofmoney.
AndCanadian cinema hasmanaged to commodify itselfto just underthe
billion-dollar mark without benefit of particularly elaborate aesthetic
claims in support of its practices . The discourse of commoditism in the
Canadian context is, one may suppose, thus relatively efficient, which
may explain its popularity, and which might account for the fact that
such discourse is surfacing in Canadian experimental or artist film .
Asecond implication ofthe discursive continuity that has prevailed in

Canadian cinema generally-and this suggests not merely a rhetorical
continuity for reasons of political-economic efficiency but an internal
and structural continuity-would be that Canadian experimental or artist
cinema, to the extent there is such a thing, is an extension of the
Canadian cinematic project generally, to the extent that there is such a
thing. Here I will attemptwhat can no doubtbe considered a formidable
reduction. I wouldsuggest that ifCanadian cinema has been fundamen-
tally preoccupied with that particular variant of documentary which
Deborah Knight has defined as "exquisite nostalgia"'°, then Canadian
experimental or artist cinema is a variant of that : not experimental cin-
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emaso much as an overwhelmingpreoccupationwith one aspect ofit or
what one could call the experimental documentary .

If one takes just about anyof the "classics" of Canadian experimental
cinema -for instance, Snow's Region Centrale (1971), Wieland'sRea-
son Over Passion (1968-69), Chambers' Hart of London (1968-70),
Rimmer's Canadian Pacifics (1974-75), Hancox's Landfall (1983)-
what do they have in common? They are examining elements of con-
sciousness (machine- or apparatus-consciousness forSnow andRimmer,
political-iconic consciousness for Wieland, tragic consciousness for
Chambers, or a poetically metaphysical consciousness for Hancox) in
theirrelations to a"real" placethat is both the specific sites oftheir actual
making and, beyond, Canada. They are documenting possible forms of
consciousness that might arise in response to Northrop Frye's famous
notion that

Canadiansensibilityhas been profoundly disturbed, not somuch
by our famous problem of identity. . . as by a series of paradoxes
in what confronts that identity. . . less . . .the question 'who am I?'
than . . .some such riddle as 'where is here?' '

In Canadian cinematic terms, that disturbed sensibility has been de-
scribed by Bruce Elder as a "naive realism", that is to say,

a kind ofself-abandonment in the face of reality [that] implies a
form of consciousness which is alienated from the world and
whose sole activity is limited to passive observation - a con-
sciousness then which plays no role in the structuring either of
reality or ofour perception of it . The continual rehearsal of the
process ofbecomingfamiliar with the everydaythings around us
suggests the extreme alienation of this consciousness as it tries
to come to terms with a world beyond itself. 'z

Canadian experimental film, I'm suggesting, has been a coming to
terms with documenting the transition from naive to a more self-con-
scious realism, but a realism nonetheless.

In the 1987 Power Plant retrospective of Toronto filmmaking that he
curated, Blaine Allen observes of the work of Toronto filmmakers over
the previous decade :

Principally they involve the reclamation of place and the artist's
voice and identity. They evoke the play of entanglement and
alienation, of proximity and distance, of having a sense of
location and of not knowing just where you are. . . .Perhaps the
most consistent element in the films is the evidence of the
filmmaker him or herself, included almost as an act of reassur-
ance . '3

Butwhy stop at Toronto? Onecouldsay thesame ofRichardHancox's
poetry films, taking him as a filmmakerfrom PEI, or Barbara Sternberg's
Transitions (1982) made in Nova Scotia, or the frantic ending of Rim-
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mer's Vancouver-made Canadian Pacific H.
The concept of experimental documentary allows one, I would sug-

gest, to grasp what Allen calls "the reclamation of place and the artist's
voice and identity" as separate yet related strategies, moving from 1)
abstract place (of which Snow's Rdgion Centrale is perhaps the best
example), through 2) the personal, autobiographical or home movie
phase of Canadian experimental filtn' 4, through 3) the dialectical fusion
of the two (place and identity) or what one could call the abstract
personal of, say, Chambers' Hart of London or the quest-romance
portions of Elder's The Book ofAll The Dead cycle.
A third implication, then, of such continuities (the rhetoric of com-

moditism and the structures of the documentary of consciousness)
would be that Canadian experimental or artist film, in its preoccupation
with the Canadian landscape, has tended to act as the "artistic" analog of
what the Laurentian thesis has been in Canadian social thought . This
thesis, whose principal exponents were the University of Toronto eco-
nomic historians Innis andCreighton, could be somewhat crudely under-
stood as a narrow geographic determinism or environmentalism . A little
less crudely, W.L . Morton writes that "the implications of the Laurentian
thesis are. . . a metropolitan economy, a political imperialism of the
metropolitan areas and uniformity of the metropolitan culture through-
out the hinterlands.,, 15 Paradoxical as it would seem, this would suggest
in the argumentative economy ofCanadian experimental film a high de-
gree of dependency upon more developed metropolitan economiesfor
the arguments necessary to further practices that may, in important re-
spects, be quite at variance with those very arguments . For instance, it
is very striking (at least to me) how much what reputation Canadian
experimental film possesses is due to non-Canadian critics : whether
Gene Youngblood onRimmer", Brakhage on Chambersor Elder", Sitney
on Snow (and for a while on Wieland)'a, Rabinovitz on Wieland'9, etc.
Even Seth Feldman argues for the domestic relevance of Canadian
experimental film because "it is already seen internationally as Canada's
foremost contribution to contemporary cinematic discourse.1120That this
external "critical imperialism" has internally helped configure Canadian
experimental film within the dominance of Canadian metropolitan
economies and the uniformity of metropolitan culture throughout the
hinterlands can perhaps be illustrated by Richard Kerr's canon of "the
rich heritage of Canada's avant-garde artist" that includes Frampton,
Elder, Snow, Brakhage, Sitney, etc.2 ' There are no doubt other such
effects discernible .

The C-words

I have been trying to suggest that a Canadian coming to terms with
Canadian experimental film has dispensed with the need to develop aes-
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thetic arguments on its behalfbecause a) it canfunction without them to
the extent they are implied within the recourse to Canadian production
traditions and b) because these aesthetic arguments have been supplied
from without. In this sense, the lack of an aesthetic argument in
Hoolboom's case for Canadian artist film is less surprising than it might
first seem.
Here, though, one would have to examine other arguments beside

Hoolboom's that have been made for the Canadian artist film and I pro-
pose to look at twosuch texts shortly. However, the general principle of
such arguments has been recently and succinctly summed up by T.D .
Maclulich22 in relation to literature as "attempts to incorporate Canadian
writers into the international avant-garde . . . . to show that the works of
one or more Canadian authors are just as metafictional, self-reflexive or
deconstructive as the works ofleading European or American authors. "
For Maclulich considers that "the current enthusiasm for avant-garde
forms of critical theory holds little promise of remedying the deficien-
cies-if they are deficiencies-of past Canadian criticism", largely, he
argues, because a criticism removed from its social context makes
meaningless such hybrid literary-political categories as Canadian litera-
ture, Canadian cinema, Canadian experimental or artist film . It is, he
suggests, because of the continued, stubborn and-why not say it?-
stupid presence ofthe C-words (Canadian culture)-that the continuing
question : "what is 'Canadian' about Canadian literature/art/film?"-be-
comesthe only questionthat willjustify isolating Canadianliterature/art/
film as a distinct field of inquiry . 23

Let me then turn to two such Canadian texts, one about Canadian ex-
perimental film, the other about Canadian art, and see how they both
deal with 1) the incorporation ofCanadian art into the discourse ofan in-
ternational avant-garde and 2) the Canadianness of their objects .
The two texts are R.Bruce Elder's classic "Image : Representation and

Object"on the,photographic image in Canadian avant-garde film24 andan
unpublished paper by Gaile McGregor on Canadian art and postmod-
ernism entitled "Geography, I-site and (Post)Modernism." 25
Both texts at first glance seem to illustrate Mclulich's thesis on attempts

to incorporate Canadian artistic production into an international avant-
garde, here that of postmodernism. Elder says that Snow "was perhaps
the keyinnovator . . .ofpostmodernist filmmaking" while McGregor sug-
gests "that Canada, having come into its own as an independent cultural
entity at a later date than the United States, simply skipped modernism
altogether, thus ending up `further ahead' simply as an after-effect of its
early retardation." But the seeming affinity of Canadian artists for post-
modern practices, while giving these Canadian practices the cachet of
current (if not by now slightly tattered) theoretical fashion, only serves
to unconceal specific characteristics of Canadian art itself: 1) for Elder,
that "Canadian avant-garde film is anti-modernist in conviction" (my
emphasis); and 2) for McGregor, that the Canadian oeuvre is character-
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ised by "the discrepancy between what it says and what is said about it . "
While it is not very clear exactly what Elder means by the anti-mod-

ernism of Canadian avant-garde films, as he only refers to this once, it is,
I think, possible to understand by this a preoccupation with the ambigu-
ity of representations of the external world as opposed to modernist
works that, in his definition, "`present' the structure of their own inter-
nal relationships ." Unlike the modernist painter orwriter, the (anti-mod-
ernist) Canadian filmmaker's "raw materials are . . . the stuff of the world,
observed from a certain point of view." At best, the photographer/
filmmaker can only discover the world, it is not created by him/her . As -
Elder explains this in an earlier text26 :

The representation ofthe world is not aparallel construct to the
real world articulated in accordance with certain aesthetic
demands ; it is a trace of the real world informed by the same
structural principles as the real itself. This of course profoundly
affects the nature of the filmmaker's enterprise . His task is no
longer creation but rather revelation . The process of making
such a work is not the forging of an imaginative construct
through an act ofwill but rather one ofattentive submission on
the part ofthe filmmaker ; the goal of art is no longer seen as that
ofproducing beauty but rather truth .

The "truth" ofthe photographic representation and what distinguishes
it from painting, poetry, drawing or fictional writing is that it "cannot
depict objects or events which never actually existed." The truth of
Canadian avant-garde film's anti-modernity-for this is what is at issue, a
Canadian theory of modernity is, to generalize from Elder's discussion
of Snow, that it is historical: "The study of how things evolve over time
is one that can properly be termed historical." Historical temporality
"embraces the past and the future ; it is not confined to the present alone .
It leads one out of the present . . .toward that which is furnished only by
reflexive acts ofconsciousness . . . ." This, ofcourse, opens up the question
of the historical consciousness in the Canadian mind which is too large
and tentative a question to get into here ; I simply want to draw attention
to it .
McGregor suggests something strikingly similar: Canadian art is histor-

ical . Canadian art's "apparent postmodernism . . . [is] rooted in, and pre-
saged by, culture-specific features in the oeuvre of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries ." Unlike the American artist who "spoke loudly of
`creating', the Canadian typically conceptualized his task as `taking a
view'-that is, reproducing the landscape-as-given . Before Confedera-
tion, the field oflandscape paintingwas dominated by the British military
topographers, with their passion for scientific exactitude; afterwards it
was the camera which provided the exemplar for `artistic' activity ."
And so, she continues,

The nature we infer from Canadian landscape painting,even
when not explicity inimical, is alien, impenetrable, overwhelming
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to the point of claustrophobia . . .It is a world. . .which categori-
cally denies us entry . . .the characterizing feature ofthe Canadian
world view is . . . neither affirmation nor abhorrence but a radical,
deep-seated ambivalence .

For McGregor, the Canadian oeuvre is tentative, self-deprecating, iso-
lated, evasive, yet ordered, replete with enclosure images, while also re-
plete with signs of anxiety about the integrity andmeaning of these en-
closures . "The Canadian's obsessionwith such motifs reflects/reveals an
obsessive need-stimulated by that first encounter with an unassimilable
environment-to pin down, map, explore the ambiguous interface be-
tween self and non-self."

If now one thinks again ofSnow's Region Centrale, Wieland's Reason
over Passion, Chamber'sHart, or the works ofRimmer, Hancox, Elder,
etc., then perhaps my earlier characterization of Canadian artist film as
experimental documentary maynot be quite as reductive as it might first
have seemed.
By the end of her text, McGregor suggests that the "apparent align-

ment" ofCanadian art "with a particularworld `ism"' is "absurd", leading
her to conclude that "we may have to rethink not only modernism and
postmodernism, but the whole problem of so-called international cul-
ture." Elder is not nearly so tidy, but if I can extract some kind of con-
clusion from his text it would be that "Canadian cinema in all itsforms
has been preoccupied with . . .the attempt to comprehend the paradoxes
inherent in that medium" (emphasis added) ; that medium being Cana-
dian cinema, oneaspect ofwhich, but only one, mightbe the paradoxes
of the photographic image that Elder analyzes at length in his text . In
other words, both texts return us to Maclulich's suggestion that the
question "what is Canadian about Canadian literature/art/film?" is the
only question that will justify isolating Canadian literature/art/film as a
distinct field of inquiry .

Taciturn Beavers or Dissimulations of Canadian Discourse

Foregrounding the Canadianness of Canadian experimental film al-
lows the emergence of a radically different object from the shadows of
its discursive disguises. Not a cultural export commodity produced for
the international market of advanced aestheticism, but an anti-aesthetic
searching for commodification within the domestic staples economy.
Not avant-gardism but, within a marginalized "national cinema", a mar-'
ginal experimentalformof documentaryseeking governmentalization in
the name of a national policy of cultural production . Not aprecursor of
the postmodern, but an anti-modernism in a solipsistic economy of total
cultural solitude . For the discourse ofCanadian experimental film is a dis-
course of strategic dissimulation structured by what Mackenzie King,
with Canada in mind, once called "the economy of God".z'
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In such a divine economy, angelic elites sing hosannas of praise to the
selfless whotransformrawmaterials into thebounties ofcultural wealth .
This is the divine economyofNorthrop Frye's pastoral NewWorldvision
of Canada as David Cook summarizes it :

we need amoreimaginativewayofseeing things that retains the
social vision of the pastoral myth, yet honours the technological
undetTinnings of the myth in the energy of the taciturn bea-
vers .z

Andhonouringthe energy ofthe taciturn beavers is, according to Frye,
the task of the angelic critic . For, outside the divine economy, and par-
ticularly so in Canada, there can be only "the sense of being imprisoned
in the belly of a mindless emptiness. . . at its bleakest and most uncom-
promising." In that de-divinized emptiness, "the ego's one moment of
genuine dignity. . . is the moment either of death or of some equally final
alienation . 1129
But it is precisely those very moments of final alienation which

Canadian experimental film has attemptedto document again and again
-surviving the attempt, as testified for exampleby the turn ofBruce Elder
(our leadingfilm theologian)from the discourse oflamentation to that of
consolation. Similarly, it is the intuition of having .participated in that
documentaryachievement (i .e ., not so much an aesthetic as an ontology)
that, I would suggest, grounds the discourse of commoditism.
That Canadian experimental film has so far received little critical con-

sideration other than of its taciturnity argues not only for continued re-
vision of the corpus but, above all, for its (re)writing . This time, outside
the economy of God.

Communication Studies
Concordia University

This is a revised version of a talk given at the National Gallery of Canada,June 23, 1988 .
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